Risk Management Information Systems (RMIS)

The power to manage risk is right at your fingertips.


We put the power of risk management in your hands with three sophisticated RMIS products—RMIS Dimensions, Loss History Analyzer, and ClaimView. Powered by advanced Web technology, this suite of versatile systems offers you and your agent/broker fast, easy access to real-time claim and policy information to help you better control your cost of risk.

RMIS Dimensions
If your organization has a sizable cost of risk and requires direct, timely access to loss information, RMIS Dimensions enables you to manage complicated data quickly and efficiently. With RMIS Dimensions you can:
- Access daily updated loss information
- Receive the reports you want automatically via e-mail on the schedule you determine
- Monitor important claim information in a user-friendly dashboard view
- Retrieve the data you need in a variety of standard or customized report formats
- View summary, claim, claimant, and transaction level information
- Seamlessly export data to Excel, PDF or CSV formats
- Access Chubb adjuster notes directly through an integrated link
- Customize data fields to easily group and trend claim information
- Manage changing location structures
- Track deductible reimbursement activity

Loss History Analyzer
If you do not require the full functionality of RMIS Dimensions, Loss History Analyzer can be used to monitor losses. This tracking system allows you to:
- Receive data on a monthly basis
- Review account level financial data
- Analyze claim details
- Create detailed graphs and charts
- Choose from a variety of standard formats that provide information on a summary, claim or claimant level

ClaimView
ClaimView provides real-time access to actual claim notes for Business Auto, General Liability (either monoline or package), Property and Workers Compensation policies. ClaimView lets you:
- Read the claim adjuster’s file notations
- Learn the status of claims in real time
- Review a snapshot of current reserved and paid amounts
- Contact the adjuster directly
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RMIS support
Chubb RMIS Services is a team of world-class dedicated product and technical support professionals. Chubb’s team of specialists provides on-site training and daily business support to risk managers looking to implement effective solutions that help reduce claims, and, ultimately, the cost of risk.

Connect with us today
For more information about how our suite of RMIS products can help you better manage your business risks, contact your local Chubb underwriter.
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